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CAROUSEL & AMUSEMENT PARK STRUCTURES

San Antonio Zoo Carousel - San Antonio, TX



Pavilion Park Carousel - Myrtle Beach, SC

Protect Your 
Carousel

Carousels are examples of great craftsmanship. For centuries they have been a timeless attraction 
that captures attention through lights, motion, and sound. 

To protect your carousel and make it last for generations to come, it is important to find the right 
shelter that will not only protect it from the elements, but enhance the look and experience. 

Carousel of Happiness - Nederland, CO
Photo credit: Colorado Life Magazine



Worlds of Fun Carousel - Kansas City, MO

Experience Matters
Poligon is the leader in the design, engineering, and manufacturing of open air structures. For 
over 50 years we have manufactured maintenance-friendly structures designed to complement 
the aesthetic of your investment. 

Our sales staff will help guide you through our streamlined process from sketch to installation. 



Quality Assurance
Poligon is dedicated to providing a quality structure that is custom designed for your 
location without the typical custom fees. 

Our quality team inspects every shelter and is here to help with any questions along the 
way.  Our in-house powder coat, Poli-5000, is also the industry leader ensuring superior 
quality and long lasting finish. 

Woodland Park Zoo Carousel - Seattle WA

Bear Country Fun Park Carousel - Pigeon Forge, TN



Weather Protection
Because our shelters are built for protection, it is critical that they can handle the 
changing climate in your area. Our engineers design each structure to meet the 
applicable building codes for any given project. We can also accomodate for the 
addition of walls, doors, or curtains to increase security and protection. 

Turtle Back Zoo Carousel - West Orange, NJ



Maintenance
Hidden fasteners, hidden electrical, and same plane design prevent birds from nesting 
or roosting which translates into less maintenance for you. And while other stick build 
designs seem more cost effective in the beginning, over time those plates and exposed 
bolts will need touching up and cleaning off. 

We are committed to designing the best structure for your investment for years to come.  

Farmers’ Museum Carousel - Cooperstown, NY

Disney’s Animal Kingdom Pavilion - Orlando, FL



Finishing Details

Poligon has manufactured a wide selection of shelters which you can browse for inspiration or 
customize around your needs. Enhance your attraction with a wide range of choices from the 
industry’s largest selection of frame and roof colors. Highlight your brand with a laser cut sign or 
ornamentation. Bring us your ideas, and our team of professionals will bring those ideas to life. 

And when patrons are lined up waiting for their turn…add a matching queue line cover for shade!

Carowinds Ride Pavilion - Charlotte, NC

Disney’s Animal Kingdom Pavilion - Orlando, FL San Diego Zoo Gift Shop - San Diego, CA
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www.poligon.com   616.888.3500
Smithsonian National Zoo Carousel -  Washington, DC


